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Textile Color Systems

The ultimate creative tool for those who need immediate access to over 1,900 
textile color swatches. Three-volume set contains all colors in a 2" x 2" removable 
swatch format. Each binder houses a range of color, from neutrals through warm 
and cool colors. Designers can create solid color palettes and combine for yarn 
dye and print combinations.

Color Swatch Files

Compact reference book contains over 1,900 textile colors dyed on 100% cotton 
chips. This easy desktop reference is the ideal color locator for those who need to 
make quick color decisions.

Color Selector - Cotton

Individual 4" x 4" cotton swatch cards available in all colors provide the most 
accurate way for designers to specify their color choices. Each card is identified 
with the PANTONE Textile Number and name and can be cut into smaller pieces to 
send to multiple production locations.

Textile Color Swatch Card- Cotton.

New specifier book features six larger-sized, tear-out chips for each color, all in a 
single volume. Larger format provides greater visualization, ideal for attaching to 
design sketches.

Color Specifier-Paper

Fashion and home professionals worldwide recog-
nize the PANTONE Textile Color System as the 
global communication tool for color specification. 
Today, hundreds of thousands of designers, product 
managers, merchandisers and quality control 
professionals rely on Pantone to ensure that their 
color selections for product development are 
communicated accurately.Communicate color 
choices with ease and efficiency. Quickly pinpoint 
shades within each color group with over 1900 
shades to choose from arranged chromatically.



New larger-sized portable color-on-paper fan deck contains over 1,900 textile 
colors chromatically arranged for optimum viewing. Easy to bring along for sample 
shopping, client or vendor meetings and on-site reviews.

Color Guide

Now designers and stylists can have digital access to the updated version of the 
PANTONE Textile Color System. Their color preferences can be incorporated into 
most design software, with new support for Adobe® Illustrator® Optimized sRGB 
and HTML values enable improved visualization on screen. For Macintosh OS X 
and Microsoft Windows 98, 2000, ME and XP.

Color chooser Kit

Capture your color inspiration in the palm of your hand. Our new colorimeter lets 
you click on any colored material and cross match it to the closest PANTONE 
Textile Color.

Color Cue TX
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